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Getting Started 

Riley the Brave is a perfect addition to Compassionate Schools initiatives and a trauma-

sensitive culture in the classroom. If you haven’t already, be sure to download the 

informative Afterword, Tips for Teachers and Inspiration at www.rileythebrave.org. These 

quick reads create the foundation for the paradigm shift that Riley the Brave encourages. 

Behavior as Communication 

You’ve probably heard the phrase before – the tricky part is figuring out what children’s 

behavior is trying to communicate! This is especially difficult when dealing with the 

“invisible” effects trauma. Traditional behavior planning can run into problems since 

antecedents, or “triggers,” are complicated and confusing. I highly recommend the 

YouTube video ReMoved to bring this to life. Remember, children often continue to 

practice defensive strategies long after they are in safe settings, and some of the kids 

you’re working with are still living in chronic stress and danger. 

Becoming a Behavior Detective 

When a child is sent to you because of an outburst in class, it’s time to put on your 

detective cap! What was going on that might have put her/him in “downstairs brain” 

mode? Pull out the Activity Cards or some stuffed animals and use your best story-telling 

voice to wonder aloud what might have happened. Use the activity I Had a Moment to 

draw about the situation. Remember, anything you can do to increase “felt safety” is 

likely to help students get back in “upstairs brain” mode. It is especially powerful to focus 

on any positive motivation or character strength the child demonstrated even if the 

actions weren’t ideal. That builds the sense that you hear and understand and  

might able to help. Only then is there a chance that you can steer  

toward more “brave like a cub” moments.  
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Changing the Conversation 

This is a paradigm shift. It’s confusing to think of “bad behavior” as misplaced brave 

moments, but that approach is effective and powerful for students overcoming Adverse 

Childhood Experiences (ACEs). You are perfectly placed to help change the conversation. 

For example, instead of sending traditional behavior slips home, consider switching to I 

Had a Moment – Home Communication. At the beginning of the year, lay the foundation 

for parents with the Brave Kids Club Poster or the key included with I Had a Moment. 

Send this home with a quick note to introduce parents and guardians to this new 

mindset. Then, when students have “tiger” or “squirrel” moments, teachers and other 

school personnel have an easy way of communicating with parents about these 

behaviors. If there is a child who is really struggling, pick some “brave like a cub” qualities 

and pre-write them for teachers to circle. This makes it easier for busy teachers to notice 

and celebrate “brave like a cub” moments for students with challenging behaviors.  

Find More Free Resources at www.RileytheBrave.org  

• Tips for Teachers (Quick read with foundational principles and tips for use) 

• Inspiration (Discussion and activity guide to help with lesson planning) 

• Today We Talked About… (Coloring page with take-home for parents) 

• Activity Cards (8 printable, full-color activity cards with game ideas and key) 

• I Had a Moment (Tool for discussion with key) 

• I Had a Moment – Home Communication (Easy send-home slip that can 

replace or augment current behavior management communication with parents) 

• Power Up to Calm Down (Breathing exercise) 

• Brave Kids Club Poster (Printable poster for classroom or counselor’s office) 

• All About Me (Easy activity for identifying “safe big critters” and family members 

in a way that is gentle for children in difficult living situations) 

• Today I Will Be Brave (Activity for continuing to integrate types of courage) 

• Afterword E-book, Coloring Pages and Riley the Brave Word Search 


